PURE Line uPVC
Windows
PURE Line uPVC windows for
the affordable housing market in Africa.
Want to know more?
Please contact your local REHAU
Authorized Partner

Window with
variable Re-Inforcing
With REHAU PURE Line windows you have
the option to use either the Composite
Re-Inforcing (for smaller windows up to
800mm x 800mm with single glazing)
or Steel Re-Inforcing for the larger windows
in order to increase the I Values of
the windows.
The advantage for both the end user and
fabricator is that the Composite and Steel
reinforcing have the same shape for both
the Frame and Sash profiles (opening profile).
Less profiles to carry in stock = lower costs.

Internationally accepted, installed world-wide
REHAU windows are installed all over the
world due to their durability and energy saving
qualities. There is a suitable REHAU window
for every application.

The affordable solution for developers
The introduction of PURE Line offers a solution for developers who wish to combine economy with efficiency.
Designed in South Africa for the African market, this system
increases the value of any home with its aesthetic good
looks and durability.
Your local professional Authorised Partner is equipped
to deal with contracts of any size to ensure that REHAU
can now offer PURE Line country wide.
Glazing Options
REHAU PURE Line windows can be glazed with 4mm
Single Glazed Glass to 18mm Double Glazed SIG (Sealed
Insulated Glass) Units.
Coupling Options
PURE Line windows can be joined together for larger
spans of windows in dormitories or factory / warehousing
applications using specially designed couplers with and
without steel. The PURE Line 36mm system can also
be coupled to the Ecotec 60mm system allowing
PURE Line windows to be coupled to Ecotec Doors
and Sliding Doors.

REHAU
PURE Line
Designed in
South Africa

Energy Efficient
The PURE Line uPVC window will aid in reducing expenses
for heating or cooling a home.
Low Maintenance
The PURE Line uPVC window will not warp, rot or need
sanding, varnishing or painting. Dust can simply be wiped
off using a soft cloth, warm water and dishwashing liquid.
Noise Reduction
Our uPVC window will keep more of the outside noise
outside to ensure a calm and quiet living space, due to
double sealing gaskets and glazing options.
Durable and Tough
Even in extreme temperatures with salt-laden, corrosive
sea air, REHAU PURE Line will keep its good looks for
many years. Durable and tough, PURE Line will outlast any
non-uPVC window system.
UV Stable
PURE Line is manufactured using the specially designed
RAU-PVC 1476 high weather formulation, making the
profiles suitable for regions with high UV radiation.

The PURE Line uPVC
window system is
affordable, durable
and energy efficient.
PURE Line is the
window for the
affordable housing
market across the
African continent.

Subject to technical modifications.
Please observe the relevant technical
product information available
online at www.rehau.com/ti
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